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Watch Award Video HERE

Watch Online Video HERE
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q_-HxvWTbp0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4wY8sQCgwAU&feature=youtu.be
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The COVID-19 pandemic has shone a whole new light on the topic of health and 
wellbeing, imposing on consumers a different perspective of what’s truly 
important when it comes to health and protection. At the same time, it is 
opening up opportunities for insurers to differentiate our brand and propositions.

Overall, the perception of the insurance industry has changed 
more favourable, and the demand for insurance has increased. Yet within this 
new normal, the way insurers connect with consumers also needed to change to 
meet customers' expectations. For example:
• Enable non face-to-face sales processes
• Deploy digital / agile marketing strategies to reach the target audience
• Increased use of web portals and mobile applications

A flurry of competitors eager and determined to ride the wave of digitisation
have responded by rolling out applications boasting features that support 
customers with payer, health and wellbeing services. Yet what was lacking was a 
deeper understanding and an appreciation of customers’ real needs and 
concerns emerging from this pandemic.
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Disruption to Daily Life – with people’s inertia to change, the disruption the pandemic has had 
to routines has caused additional stress to individuals, parents and families who simply want 
to get on with their lives. Fluctuating work-from-home arrangements, home-schooling and 
social distancing, have left everyone yearning for some sense of normalcy and stability.

Overcoming Anxiety – humans are fundamentally social by nature, and with fluctuating social 
distancing measures where friends and family have been apart, or endless lockdowns in small 
living spaces, it has taken a toll on people’s emotional states. With anxiety levels running 
high, there’s a need to provide support to cope with it effectively, by providing much needed 
relief, as and when they need it.

Instant fulfilment / support – with heightened concerns about health, the need for prompt 
assistance or access to timely support has become much more apparent. With social-
distancing, there’s been a growing need for timely access to remote medical advice anytime / 
anywhere.

Mitigating Uncertainty – with the uncertainty of not knowing when the pandemic will end or 
mixed messages around the safety of vaccines, consumers are becoming increasingly sceptical 
and wanting access to credible sources of information so they can take the best course of 
actions. 5
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AXA’s promise is to give people the confidence they need to overcome 
adversity and stand by their side to assist them to move forward in their 
lives. At a more tangible level, the features in our Emma by AXA mobile 
application addresses the key shifts in consumer needs and 
behavior brought about by the pandemic, and our integrated campaign 
launched at the peak of the pandemic has brought this to life by 
showing how your everyday can get better with Emma.

With this integrated campaign, we wanted to achieve the following 
objectives:
• Brand: Build awareness & preference as a forward-thinking insurer 

to anticipate customer needs on protection

• Usage: Drive app download with a target of 42,000

• Business: Effective lead generation for AXA HK amongst prospective 
customers
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Symptom Checker: alleviating the stress caused by the unknown, the symptom check offers users a fast, 
instantaneous, and most importantly, credible source of information for users to check any symptoms and 
potential health conditions. This helps to mitigate the stress of uncertainty when it comes to health.

Mind Charger: supporting consumers in overcoming anxiety and stress, the Mind Charger feature offers useful 
mindfulness exercises in both audio and text, which users can easily follow to help guide them towards a better 
state of mental wellbeing.

Find a Doctor: understanding that life must go on despite the restrictions of social distancing and lockdowns, 
Emma’s ‘Find a Doctor’ feature offered users the security of receiving support and advice closest to their choice 
location, as well as the convenience of having teleconsultation via the Dr@Live feature.

E-Claims: when there’s already so much disruption to life, you just want help to make things simple and easy. 
Emma’s E-claims feature provides straight through claims submission function which allows users to submit and 
keep track of their insurance claims, taking burden off them while keeping them informed on status and outcome.

A series of exclusive and tailor-made value-added services available to the public and AXA Customers to help 
them cope with the pandemic in timely manner.
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As the initial shock of the pandemic subsided, then came a new 
wave of uncertainty and anxiety around the safety of the COVID 
vaccines. With conflicting messages around safety and 
effectiveness and news on possible severe side effects, consumers 
were concerned with the risks of vaccination and were reluctant to 
be vaccinated.

While competitors were offering COVID-protection offers, 
through Emma we have pre-empted this and became the FIRST to 
roll out free ‘Vaccinations Complications Coverage’, providing 
extra reassurance to the public by providing coverage against 
potential vaccination side effects.

• Free 1 year coverage 
• Up to HKD 100,000 protection 

• Everyone in Hong Kong (including 
non-AXA customers)

• Download and successfully 
registered as Emma by AXA user
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With this free Post-Vaccination Protection, coupled with the suite 
of free value-added services that address physical and mental 
wellness issues stemming from the pandemic, we had the perfect 
solution to support the society to better cope with this pandemic.

While we had a great solution, it was also important to raise the 
awareness of Emma to ensure they benefit from the proposition. 
We implemented a targeted media strategy that leveraged data 
and machine learning, enabling Emma to extend beyond the app 
and present audiences with relevant messages around its core 
features and benefits in the form of video and digital content. This 
has enabled us to tailor the messages based on individual’s 
personal interests, concerns and browsing behaviours and this 
facilitated awareness and adoption.
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1) Build the campaign based on customer insights to make the campaign as relevant as possible to
the target audience so they would resonate and take actions

2) Adopt a humanised approach by creating the avatar for Emma who is the perfect digital assistant 
for our everyday life. Use a light-hearted and humorous approach for the advertising creatives with 
Emma connecting the whole storyline, and scenes that resonate well with the target audience

3) Integrated marketing approach with collective effort on various aspects
• Comprehensive media strategy to create the ecosystem for different customer touch points from 

offline to digital/social to drive campaign awareness, app download and ultimately purchase intent 
• PR effort to create curiosity and promote via earned media
• Leverage our in-house expertise to share relevant and timely medical insights to educate the public 

on the pandemic via our unique thought leadership series - Ask Dr Chiu
• Mobilise our internal resources (our thousands of distributors and staff) as our brand ambassador to 

promote for the campaign and be the testimonial

4) Design end-to-end customer journey and personalised communication for tracking and prospect 
generation
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We then focused the launch of our video online, which was a key medium to engage consumers during the 
pandemic and most relevant channel to introduce Emma by AXA app to the masses. A separate 30s version 
focusing on the free Post-Vaccinations Protection, was launched on TV to ensure as many people as 
possible could benefit from this offer.

In a slightly exaggerated and humorous way, our creative shows audiences how “
” by bringing to life real every-day scenarios where users require the help of Emma. Whether 

you need to relieve stress before exams with Mind Charger, have your questions clarified with Symptom 
Checker, or even locating your nearest doctor in an emergency with Find a Doctor, Emma is always at the 
ready, by your side. 
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Furthermore in the digital space, Emma interacted with our audiences on a personal level, reaching out to 
them one-on-one based on their different interests and concerns, e.g. parents, jetso seekers, health-
conscious audiences, etc. 

If Emma knew someone was particularly concerned about COVID, she would reach out with a specific 
message around our Post-Vaccination Protection message. Similarly, if she knew another individual was 
particularly stressed over something, she would reach out to them with a message around her Mind 
Charger feature. With such targeting, Emma maximised her relevancy and ensured that our messages 
were delivered to the right audiences at moments when they would be most receptive to what we had to 
say.
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To amplify the reach and build effective exposure from the onset of 
campaign, the video ads was disseminated across different channels such 
as YouTube, programmatic video channels, social, etc and targeted 
abroad audience segments to maximise awareness. 

We adopted a mix of top-down and bottom-up approach to generate 
social buzz. First, we partnered with online publishers and KOLs that are 
lifestyle-centric and parent-centric to share our video on their Facebook a 
few days after launch to drive conversations, to amplify the buzz in the 
market. Then, we mined cost-effective channels for word-of-mouth, using 
text messages and micro-influencers to reach parents who are seeking for 
vaccination for their families. 

And to ensure wider reach, this was also supported by a range of 
impactful out-of-home formats including digital bus shelter panels, MTR 
trackside billboards, bus body and taxis, which helped further boost 
Emma and drive downloads via a QR code call-to-action.
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TV/ Out-of-home advertising
• 30’s TVC
• MTR 12-sheet network
• Bus Body
• Taxi body, seatback and 

rear window sticker
• Digital bus shelter panel
• Building rooftop signage

Public Relations
• Press alert
• Media Interviews

Social Media / Video Ads 
• YouTube
• Facebook
• Instagram
• LinkedIn
• KOL promotion
• Facebook post on content provider’s 

Facebook page
• Word-of-mouth marketing via JAG 

and Jetso Groups
• AXA Blog Articles 

Performance Ads 
• Programmatic mobile ads 
• Google display ads 
• Google App ads 
• Keywork search 
• eDM

Inforce and prospect nurturing
• Proactive communication
• Customised lead nurturing 

journey

Staff / Distributor support
• Roadshow in Agency offices 
• Launch message in all the internal 

platforms 
• TVC at AXA office premises, CS 

Centres
• Poster and Roll-up banner at CS 

Centres and AXA offices 17
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Bus body

Taxi body, seat back sticker and rear window

Bus shelter digital panel

MTR trackside panel

Building rooftop signage
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30-second TVC version

90sec Full version video Ad 
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https://youtu.be/068jqVCldNc
https://youtu.be/4wY8sQCgwAU
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好集慣
(target to mass) 
344K Fans 

Mamidaily
(target to parenting 
segment) 
387K Fans 

港生活
(target to mass) 
1.1M Fans 

傾醫啲
(target to health-
conscious segment) 
38K Fans 

Publishers Social Posts KOLs/ Influencers

【限時優惠】

免費享全港首創
疫苗副作用保障

Viral with 
WhatsApp 

mama group

Viral with 
telegram 

jetso group

【限時優惠】

免費享全港首創
疫苗副作用保障

Word-of-mouth 
Marketing

Social Content & Ads (Facebook)

Digital Display Ads 

Homepage Banner 

Media Landing Page eDM e-leaflet
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Land to app install portal (if the ad is clicked with your phone)

Download Emma by AXA and 
register for the vaccine offer

For audiences who didn’t download Emma
• Display Ad & Performance 

Ad (when ad is clicked on 
phone)

• OOH advertising 
(QR code on MTR billboard & taxi 
seatback)

To vaccine programme page 

Land to media landing page (if the ad is clicked in desktop)

To app install portal

To Emma page 

• Display Ad & 
Performance Ad 
(when ad is clicked on desktop)

For audiences who already downloaded EMMA

Trigger user’s device to open Emma app directly 

20
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While protecting our Hong Kong and Macau citizens, the campaign also unleashed more business opportunity for our 
distributors. With the registrants’ data, our in-force customers and prospects went through personalised journey enabled 
by our digital CRM platform and our Financial Consultants also learned about the best timing to contact the prospects 
powered by the behavioral data collected via our CRM platform.

Business Impacts

▪ In-force customers are directly assigned to 
Financial Consultants for follow up which 

resulted in ~2,000 New Business Submission

▪ Over 2,500 prospects went through a lead 

nurturing journey and 23%+ of them have 

been assigned to Financial Consultants after 
indicating their interest in financial protection

All registrants will receive a 
confirmation email after they 
successfully register for the 

Programme, providing them 
with coverage details and 

peace of mind

Emma users who dropped 
the application half-way will 

be re-targeted via 
SMS / Email based on the 
contact information they 

used to sign up Emma

1 2

Version A:
Customers with kids

Version B:
Customers without kids

A series of personalised
communications is sent 
according to prospects’ 

demographic via an 
automatic and multi-step 
campaign journey created 

in our Digital CRM Platform

We tracked whether the 
eDM was opened and 

followed-up with a 
questionnaire asking 

about current protection 
coverage

For those prospects who 
provided feedback, our 

financial consultants will 
reach out for further 

assistance

3
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Before Campaign Within Campaign

Customer Awareness

Daily New Downloads

New app downloads

Customer Engagement
Post-Vaccine Side-Effect 
Protection Programme 

Total New Downloads

+123%

Registrants became new Emma users

Total New User Registration

New User Profile

Side-Effect Protection Enrollment

Abandon Cart Journey Performance

via SMS

Communications sent to ~3200 customers who have 
not completed the registration via different channels, 
we have recovered:

via email (opt-in)

Each enrollment includes avg                  dependents 

CWP
(16%)

representing                     enrollments

People covered against side-effects 
from vaccination  

CWP
13%

Existing Customers
87%

via email (opt-out)
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Campaign Result (data as of 1 Mar 2021)
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• Over cumulative views for Ask Dr Chiu live webinar.

• The campaign achieved in Top 3 of Mind awareness, and generated a 

record campaign likeability.

• We earned pieces of media coverage and maintained our #1 position in 
terms of media Share of Voice

• Generated leads through this campaign

• Ranked as top free financial app

• Contribution to Business Growth: with associated new 
policies generated by campaign registration.

AXA HK Jan 2021 Emma Ad Tester Report (March 2021)
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The impacts that stemmed from this campaign extended beyond the mere 
adoption and registration of the Emma by AXA app. Beside building thought 
leadership around mindfulness and medical information under the pandemic, 
initiatives taken by AXA around the Post-Vaccinations Protection coverage sent 
shockwaves through not only the industry but HK society as a whole. 

Since AXA’s introduction of the Post-Vaccination Protection, many competitors 
have followed suit, rolling out similar coverage of their own. In fact, we very much 
welcome this and are humbly proud to be the ones setting the ongoing trend for a 
good cause. 
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Thank You!
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